Effect of excluding sib matings on inbreeding coefficient and effective size of finite diploid populations.
The effects of excluding full-sib matings, half-sib matings, or both under random selection or equal family size selection on the inbreeding coefficient and effective size in finite populations with unequal sex ratio have been studied. Recurrent equations for the inbreeding coefficient and approximate formulas for effective size are derived for different breeding systems. It is shown that avoidance of sib matings results in lower inbreeding coefficients in any generations under random selection. Under equal family size selection, however, excluding sib matings gives rise to lower inbreeding coefficients only in the first few generations and will eventually result in a higher inbreeding in later generations compared with random mating. Exclusion of sib matings increases effective size under random selection while it decreases effective size under equal family size selection. The relative effectiveness on effective size of different sib mating avoidance depends only on sex ratio of the population. The importance of full-sib mating decreases and that of half-sib mating increases with the increment of the value of sex ratio (r). When r = 3, full-sib mating has the same effect on effective size as half-sib mating.